Literacy
 Our main writing focus will be
titled ‘Battle Cry’. We will
inspire our writers through the
use of film, performance and
ICT to produce a variety of
pieces around this central
theme culminating in some green
screen filming!

Music
Music is integrated into the Autumn
Term topics. We Use the GarageBand
App to compose a backing track to
accompany their motivational Battle
Cry performance. We will also write
and perform a Mayan song in the style
of Horrible Histories.

ICT
We are App designers; the main title
of our topic this half term. However
we will also be enhancing many areas
of the curriculum through Apps such
as Adobe Spark Video, Tellagami,
Adobe Slate, Garage Band, Explain
Everything, Lino, Snap App and many
more.

History/Geography
 Mayans – A Mystery. We will be
studying the mystery surrounding
the demise of this ancient
civilization. We will be using
Minecraft to build accurate
representations of a Mayan city
which will be used within iMovie
to generate a virtual tour of this
fascinating culture.
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R.E / SMSC
We are focusing on Random Acts of Kindness
and exploring this theme through songs and
inspirational leaders.
This unit also provides opportunities for
pupils to explore the concepts of ‘Justice
and Freedom.’ The significance of justice in
the stories from religions is considered and
what religions teach about forgiveness and
how reconciliation may take place. This unit
has strong links with citizenship and personal
and spiritual development.

Maths
 Multiplying and dividing by
10,100 and 1000
 Written addition including 3dp
 Order of operations
 Converting between different
measures including time
 Written subtraction including
3dp
 Written multiplication

Art
We will be researching and designing
a Mayan Mask in Art in the Autumn
Term, along with studying themes of
Love, Pattern and 3D design.

P.E


Invasion games.
Children will be taught
a variety of football
skills in the first half
term of the year.
From pairs to small
groups and then larger
teams.

